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Abstract. In the article the question of the formation of customary law norms was presented, which was determined over the centuries, from ancient times up to the Middle Ages
in Europe. These norms were establishing rules for the determination of land boundaries,
the mode of ownership transfer function, and identified persons who are entitled to certain
rights to separated area of ground. They also led to the creation of the first mortgage registers, which are prototype of today’s real estate cadastres and real-state registers.
From the very beginning of establishing the institution of law, the official records of the
property created, were ensured certainty in legal trading and public needs, associated in
particular with the land tax collecting. The creation of real-state registers institutions resulted in a situation where certain part of ground, properly marked and disclosed in the
mortgage registers, took on the characteristics typical for material things, by what it has
become a commodity that could be the subject of sale or provision of cash receivables,
which consequently led to the development of mortgage institution in antique law, which
was taken over, with some modifications, to the Roman law and then to the codification of
other medieval European states.
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THE FIRST MENTIONS OF METHODS OF DETERMINATION OF PROPERTY
BORDERS AND RECORDING RIGHTS TO GROUND REAL ESTATE
The earliest, from the known, forms of registration of subjective rights to land ownership
were discovered in the valley of the Euphrates and Tigris, and are dated back to about
6500 BC. In area of city of Nuzi, existing at the Babylonian times, 200 tables from baked
clay were found, on which the data was read with the description, dimensions, and the
purchase price of plots of land, which were the evidence of entitlement to own things
and use its benefits1. The right to land was protected in that region in such a way that the
points defining the range limits (boundaries) of that law have been properly prepared stabilized boundary stones (stela’s). The evidenced for that was found in the Telloh village
inhabited by Semitic peoples (in the valley of the Euphrates), where the boundary stone
and clay tables (dating about 4000 BC) were located, on which in cuneiform information
was inscribed with the description of the land, including their surfaces, dimensions, and
the identity of the holder and spells designed to protect both the boundaries of ownership,
as well as their owner2.
The obligation to save the acts of ownership transfer on clay tablets and their storage was set directly in the Code of Hammurabi3. Public breaking the table with the sale
contract was equivalent to the cancellation of the entire transaction (§37 of the Code).
Separated properties, owned by an individual, were marked on the ground by stone boulders of up to 1 meter high, called kadurru, which were proof of granting land by the
sovereign. On these stones inscriptions were carved containing information about the act
of granting and the transition of ownership to a specific person, as well as various types of
spells, which should protect the holder against interference of third parties4. Each boundary stone kadurru had his copy, which was kept in the temple as an independent proof of
acquired rights in the event of their questioning. Kadurru stones played two roles. In one
hand they were a document confirming the range of rights on the ground, in other hand
they played a role of a document that deposited in the temple (public register) which was
a guarantee of protection of property, and became a symbol for the derivative acquisition
of individual property rights5.
By the Assyrian law, the transfer of the rights to land to the purchaser required the
preservation of form of the public preparation of sale contract (duppa dannatu) against
the royal authority. In some regions of the ancient Assyria (eg Kirkuk-Nuzi) it was neces1

2
3

4

5

J. Wolski, Cadaster of ground tax on Polish lands, „Przegląd Geograficzny” 2001, Nr 73, pos.
1–2, page 107108.
Ibidem.
The Code of Hammurabi is one of the oldest codes of the world. It was prepared by King Hammurabi (1728–1686 BC), the sixth representative of the Babylonian dynasty. It was found in She
by French scientific expedition in Susa.
The text of the Code was engraved on a 2 meters height block of diorite in cuneiform – quote
of K. Krasowski, B. Lesiński, K. Sikorska-Dzięgielewska, J. Walachowicz, Common History of
State and Law, Poznań 1993, page 274.
R. Taubenschlag, Roman private law on the background of ancient laws, Warsaw 1955, page
114.
K. Koranyi, General History of State and Law, Warsaw 1961, vol. I, page 16; quote of
T. Stawecki, The records of real estate, mortgage books and land registers from the earliest times
to the twenty-first century, Studia Iuridica XL/2002, page 168–169.
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sary to measure plots of land sold with the use of the official measure, made by a person
"widely respected" called mušelmǔ. Those actions were necessary for effective transfer
of relative ownership, between the contract parties. Mušelmǔ functioned as public identifier of the contract subject and provided the basis to produce a further document recording the contract, which was subjected to public announcement so the contract has effect
against third parties6. Prepared sales documents and their copies were stored in the courts
(registered) or the temples performing such a function. Weaknesses in the form and mode
of sale and registration, may be a reason to make accusations of stealing things, which
could result in the death penalty7.
In ancient Athens, property boundaries8 were marked with stone boulders called horoi
(horos)9. There were some information placed on those stones. First of all, it identified
the holder of the property, but also contained information of extended loans that were secured on the property (mortgage poles). Inscriptions placed on boundary stones provided,
among others, the fact that so designated plot of land was burdened to repurchase in the
event of its sale. Stone columns, by the Greek called Ǒρoς,Ǒρoι were used to ensure
security in legal transactions, informing all concerned parties that the marked property is
a security for property claims arising from a particular contractual relationship, which is
confirmed by the quote of Pollux IX 29: "Horos is the public registry placed on the estates
and land, raised for those who take them in the pledge, because of what the owners are indebted, on the horos is written, that this land or property is occupied because of the debt,
so no one make a contract with those, whose lands are occupied"10. Detailed inscriptions
were placed on pledging columns informing whether the pledge applies to the land or for
the entire assets of the debtor, the creditor’s name was disclosed and the information was
given about the name archonata (the most important official of polis) at the time, in which
the debt provision was made, sometimes the inscriptions were also disclosing the sum of
money of secured monetary obligations established in the form of hypotheca11.
A rule has been adopted that in the case where the height of a financial liability (pledge)
exceeds the value of land, the creditor was entitled to keep its owner as a mercenary or
permission to sell it to recover the missing amount12, which led to a massive "repurchase"
of pledged property by the landowners.
Pledging columns were removed scarcely by Solon, who introduced reforms in which
he annulled the obligations laid down against the polis ( years 594–593 BC), which was
called "getting rid of weights (sesjachteja), buying at the expense of state the owners of
pledged lands" thus abolishing the institution of "debt slavery". The land and real estate
taken was returned to former owners, and the restrictions have been established fixing the
maximum amount of land that can be owned by one person.
6
7
8
9
10

11

12

R. Taubenschlag, op. cit., page 116.
Ibidem.
Greek law didn’t definitively distinguish the division of ownership and possession (katechejn).
Por. T. Stawecki, Public registers. Functions of the institution, Warsaw 2005, page 183.
Quote of J. Rominkiewicz, Care over male pupils in the Athenian law, Wrocław 2003, page
117.
At the columns horoi the amount of debt was not disclosed that has been established in the form
of apotimema – this form of debt provision (other than hypotheca) was used for leased property
and securing a dowry – quote of J. Rominkiewicz, op. cit., page 117 and further.
T. Maciejowski, Common history of the constitution and the law, Warsaw 2007, page 12.
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By Plato the information about land parcels that were assigned to the settlers, was written down on tablets of cypress wood, which were kept in the temple "for later use"13.
Disposal of rights to property required a necessary notification of intention for sixty
days from the date of the proposed transaction, before the clerk which was to serve the
rights of potential purchasers or creditors14. The formal requirement for an announcement
about the sale of real estate has been implemented in some Greek city-states, by posting
messages in a public place about the proposed transaction or in the form of notice given to
the public by the herald a few days before the planned sale and writing entry in the official
registers15. However the rights to land were not registered, nor protected in the same way
in every Greek city-states. In some, such as Sparta the rule was forced that every citizen
is entitled to one and the same size plot of land allocated to him by lottery, which meant
that the actual "trading" was really performed on the basis of inheritance and family law16.
So given plot of land could not be used as protection for the claims or was not subject to
transfer of rights to another person (alienated).
In Egypt, in first age of our times was functioning the first, in the modern sense of
the word, real estate register called archive of possession acts (bibliotheke enktesenon),
which primary role was to collect evidence of ownership rights to real estate property
and tangible protection of granted claims (mortgage charge). In the conducted records
there was written other important information about the property and its owner, as well
as indirectly linked to it, and for example the amount of slaves performing specific work
concerning the described thing, and all this in order so "any person acquiring rights not
may have been deceived by his ignorance"17.
Implemented system of registry books was to ensure certainty and security of legal
transactions, and was also used for fiscal purposes allowing the sovereign to clearly determine the person liable to pay applicable taxes and their size.
It is worth noting, that these operations were performed through a special network of
offices located in the capitals of districts that were required to keep books called diastromata, in which all data to be recorded was subject to disclosure. When analyzing the
system that was existing at that time for recording rights to land, it should be noted, that
entry into the book (diastromata) was made under a specific procedure18 called katagraphe. During this procedure the act was drawn up transferring the rights to the land (now
called the authenticated deed), which then – at the request of official who made it (notary)
– was forwarded to the office managing the books, which issued a decree (epίstalma)
confirming the validity of the transaction. Issued decree was the only basis to disclose the
acquired rights in the book (constitutive entry).
In the Hellenistic period during the time of the Alexandria law, the seller was obliged
to make a formal act for the effectiveness of the alienation operation. The act involved the
public release of the sold goods to buyer, during which he invited the neighbors who filed
a declaration confirming that he is entitled to sell the property which is the subject of the
contract. For participation in these activities, neighbors – witnesses, received adequate
13
14
15
16
17
18

Quote of Plato, Laws, Warsaw 1960, page 200.
Quote of T. Stawecki, Real estate registers ..., page 169.
Quote of K. Koranyi, General history ..., page 83.
Ibidem, page 206.
Quote of T. Stawecki, Real estate registers..., page 171.
Today known as the institution of entry to the register.
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remuneration in the form of border fee. Sides of the contract were required to pay the tax
and to submit a report of the conducted activities to the city treasurer, who then prepared
on this basis a public document which was basis for entry in the cadastre of real estate.
Only when the sales act was disclosed in the carried registers it was considered that the
property is absolutely entitled to its purchaser19.
The role and importance of conducted at that time registers, and Egyptian surveyors,
can provide a quote of Herodotus: "if it turned out that the water took the part of the
subject field, then the king sent his officials to confront the field size and properly reduce
taxes"20. Quoted records may constitute proof of what importance was attached to the
timeliness of data related to the register of land and fact that they served important public
and legal functions.
Registration of rights transfer, gathering evidence of conducted activities and stabilization of property boundaries, were aimed by ensuring not only the reliability and security
of legal transactions, but also the possibility of clear determination of the persons liable
for the provision of public tribute to the ruler (for tax purposes).
How important was this problem in the past, may be indicated by the part of instructions issued about 1400 years BC by Department of the Measurements in the current State
of the Pharaohs, which stated: "Do not remove the boundary stones on fields and do not
change the positions do of the measure tapes" (Amenhotope, son of Kanakhta, Teaching,
Chapter VI)21. In the quoted manual a mode and procedure was described for the settlement of border disputes, on the basis of the prepared documentation, which is confirmed
by the contained record: "When the applicant comes in and announces: Our border signs
have been removed – he must obtain access to information stored and sealed by the appropriate officer and, consequently, recover what was taken from him by the assembly,
which removed the border signs"22.
The development of metrology in ancient Egypt resulted from the need to ensure the
ability to clearly reproduce the position of the boundary signs designating the range of
separated parcels of land that were taxable and destroyed by the annual flooding of the
Nile. It had to be a system that would guarantee every land owner a sense of certainty
about the possibility of proper marking the object of his rights to the land. When the water
fell, destroying the border signs (hedges, stone, etc.), there were often disputes which
were settled by inspectors authorized to recreate borders on the ground, place boundary
stones and their measurement.
Scenes presenting the work of the so-called inspectors with the use of "rope tensioners" can be found on the walls of tombs, where buried ancient Egyptian measurers were
presented (ca. 1400 BC). They were also called the rope tensioner and were senior members of the cadastral office. What more, they were entitled to wear white linen wigs as
a sign of their dignity, and were well-paid civil servants of Pharaoh. It is confirmed by

19
20
21

22

R. Taubenschlang, op. cit., page 117.
Quote of Herodotus, History, Warsaw 1954, page 164.
Quote of Johan F. Brock, Who Were the First Surveyors, Four Surveyors of the Gods: In the
XVIII Dynasty of Egypt – New Kingdom c. 1400 B.C., International Federation of Surveyors.
Article of the Month, March 2005.
Ibidem.
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the impressive tombs – the walls which presented scenes from their lives, including the
techniques used in the measurements23.
In Rome, as in the other parts of the world, land property was determined by setting
the boundary stones, and the content of act of ownership transfer was written down in
public, on wooden tablets (tabula cerata)24, in front of a representative of public authority
(praetor or governor). In the process mode, and in result there was a departure of law; or
as a result of private actions, but requiring the presence of witnesses, and the person responsible for the accurate determination of payment called librepens ("holding weight")25.
Certain formal and ceremonial activities associated with the transfer of rights to property
were used to reinforce the impression in the minds of people presented about the importance of performed activity and at the same time ensure their perpetual existence26.
How important was this problem for contemporary Romans, is evidenced by the fact
that for the protection of property boundaries between private estates, they established
a god called Terminus. His statue was located in the temple of Jupiter on the Capitol, and
there was also festival called "Terminali" celebrated in his honor on February 2327. On
that day the boundary stones were decorated with flowers, and people practiced sacrifices
around them.
The issue of marking boundaries of land ownership also found its place in written
form in years 451–450 BC. The Act of XII Tables (lex tabularum), occupied unique and
special place in Roman law28. In the 69th fraction of the 8th table of the Law was written:
"so the boundaries of land ownership were not doubtful, five feet of free space between
the land, just like in the law of Solon, the owners should leave, and expiration does not
hurt this regulation". Another regulation (fraction 70th, Table 8th) said that "in cases concerning the boundaries between neighbors, praetor will appoint three arbitrators"29 who
should adjudicate the dispute.
In Roman law, the boundary separating adjacent agricultural lands was treated as
a kind of land co-ownership, which could be demarcated (divided) only with a consistent
request of all interested landowners. In the case of agri limitati, around each plot strip
of land (limes) was marked out by surveyors with a width of 5 feet, which was excluded
from the crop and as such was not subject to acquisitive prescription (usucapioni). It was
23

24
25
26

27

28
29

Quote of K. Sawicki, Five centuries of Polish geodesy, Warsaw 1964, page 8–9; I. Salmon,
Geodesy in Ancient Egypt,
Ibidem, page 172.
Quote of K. Kolańczyk, Roman Law, Warsaw 1997, page 299–300.
Gaius Institutiones – volume I, part 18, page 119–122. "Mancipatio is, and it was said above,
some kind of pretended sale, it is also right actual for Roman citizens, and and it is done in the
presence of no less than five adult Roman citizens, and besides, even one more in the same state,
who holds bronze weight and is called libripensem, the one who receives the thing in mancipium
when holding and so says: Ego hominem ex iure quiritium meum esse aia isque mihi emptus
esto hoc aere aeneaque libra, then hits the weight with the bronze and gives it to person from
whom he takes in mancipium, in the place of money". Access: http://www.karnykodeks.pl/prawo/gaius-institutiones-ksiega-i-cz18.html.
Quote of T. Czacki, About the Lithuanian and Polish laws, the spirit, sources, and therefore
the things contained in the first statute of Lithuania issued in 1529, Warsaw 1801, vol. 2, page
176.
Quote of K. Kolańczyk, op. cit., page 37–39.
Quote of A. Korwicki, The boundary process, Vilnius 1827, page IX.
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to be used for communication purposes and to provide owners of adjacent properties possibility of cultivation of the land "by converting the plow"30.
The boundary line (finis) ran in the middle of specified limes (balk), dividing it into
strips with a width of 2 ½ feet, which – as an integral part of the adjacent properties –
were affected by the law (servitude) to allow a common use for specific purposes related
to the handling of these plots of land.
In the case of breaching the border of the parcel each owner or owners of the land
adjacent to the parcel could bring a complaint to the court for rectification of the border,
called acito finium regundorum, which was a personal nature complaint (acito in personam) and was different from the mining complaint, due the fact that in its course disputes about ownership ratios (petitory claim) were not decided in relation of the disputed
strip of land or rights to its ownership (possessive claim).
In classical Roman law31, the act of transferring the right to goods from one entity to
another known to be derivative acquisition of ownership, was controlled by two fundamental legal principles – the first which stated that "nobody can transfer to another person
more rights than those granted to himself (nemo plus iuris ad alium transferre potest
quam ipse habet). The act was called an assignment (alienatio) or legal consequence
(successio). According to the second legal principle, the right of ownership is transferred
by giving or acquisitive prescription, and not by a bare agreement (traditipnibus et usucapionibus dominia rerum, non nudis pactis transferuntur)32. The first of these principles
set down the limits of effective acquisition of property rights only from an authorized
seller (owner) in the range of the vested rights (translative or constitutive acquisition)33
stating that the acquisition of rights (even in good faith) from unauthorized seller was absolutely ruled out and could result in filing a complaint for debt collection and the need to
return the purchased property. Action of purchasing ownership of goods from unauthorized source could be sanctioned only by the institution of acquisitive prescription. In
this case short (one or two years) terms applied, after which there could be "a healing of
failed assignment"34. The second criterion was that for the effectiveness of an alienation
it was necessary, to make a formal executory act involving the release of goods sold to
the purchaser. It was in addition to writing the contract that was exerting binding effects
(iusta causa),
At the time of Gaius (II century AD), the only way to transfer ownership was method
called moncipatio (act with witnesses) which was widely practiced. The method in its
initial form (III century BC), was confined to the direct act of exchange of divested things
30
31

32

33

34

Quote of S. Wróblewski, An outline of the lecture of Roman law, Kraków 1919, page 84.
We are assuming the division of law into three periods: the archaic period starting with the beginning of the existence of Rome, until the Punic Wars (264–146 BC), ie the end of the republic;
the period of classical law dated from mid-third century BC ie the beginnings principate up to
235 BC ie Sewer Dynasty; and a post-classical period (called vulgar law), measured from the
end of the Sewer reign, until the death of Justinian I (235–565 AD) in which still stands out the
subperiod of Justinian law (527–565 AD) – quote of K. Kolańczyk, op. cit., page 13.
W. Dajczak, T. Giaro, F. Longchamps de Bérier, Roman law at the basis of private law, Warsaw
2009, page 378.
Translative acquisition meant that the buyer could move as many rights as possessed, and the
constitutive include situations in which there was only a partial transfer of ownership rights held
by the vendor.
W. Dajczak, T. Giaro, F. Longchamps de Bérier, op. cit., page 378.
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for the payment in the amount of measured weight (weighing payment) 35 in the form of
ore (usually copper). The original form of this method survived to the times of money
circulation (III century BC), which as a payment unit subjected to counting, ousted the
need for "weighting" payment. Since then, finding the transition of ownership right to
the thing has a symbolic, yet formal (causing legal effect) character and was restricted
to public transfer of monetary unit (nummus unus) between stakeholders, or any piece
of gold (raudusculum) in the presence of at least five witnesses, who has to be Roman
citizens, and person holding a weight (libripens). Act of transferring the ownership right
was limited to enunciating the formula by purchaser, in which he described acquired
right to things, and the symbolic hitting weight by coin (substitute of weighing payment),
which was then handed to the seller as a symbol of proper payment36.
Moncipatio method, considered as a formal act of ownership transfer in the presence
of witnesses, had been used particularly in the selling of so-called quiritary ownership
(dominium ex iure Quiritium, proprietas). It was official and protected form of property
in the Roman civil law in both-classical and pre-classical period, and was entitled only to
the citizens of Rome called Quiritians and included movable and immovable properties
situated in Italy. The act of ownership transfer moncipatio, preceded by a sale contract
and payment is therefore in today’s meaning an abstract, detached in its symbolic, both
from the legal cause, for example the content of the agreement and the fiscal element37.
This method was widely used until the introduction of so-called "bonitary ownership"
recognized by magisterial law (possessio ad interdicta), and shaped under the influence
of practice that over time eliminated burdensome formal acts (civil law). It was associated
with the transfer of quiritary ownership, replacing them with simple solutions of releasing goods by the seller into the hands of the buyer (traditio) that should accelerate the
realization of transactions. As a result, the buyer became the owner of a thing (possesion
civilis) that only over time38, could become its quiritary property within the meaning of
civil law as a result of acquisitive prescription (usucapio). During the transitional period
leading to the prescription, the holder (informal buyer) rights were protected by possession interdicts39 through legal pleas, and special petitory complaint (actio publiciana)40,
which was entitled to the holder of the thing in good faith.
During postclassical period the transfer of ownership to thing was done in the framework of actions called in iure cessio (from Latin cedere – yield, depart) defined in Roman
35

36
37
38
39

40

Quote of K. Kolańczyk, op. cit., page 298; quote of W. Dajczak, T. Giaro, F. Longchamps de
Bérier, op. cit., page 379–380.
K. Kolańczyk, op. cit., page 299.
Ibidem, page 286–287
Typically, this was a period of two years.
Possesory interdicts protected the right of ownership, which was recognized by praetorian law.
It was a out of process form of protection which, defined by the praetor, established the rules
settleing rights of the sides to the disputed ownership of things. There were three types of Possesory interdicts: retinendae possessionis (maintenance of existing ownership), recuperandae
possessionis (recover lost possession) and "adipiscendae possesionis" (to buy the new ownership) – quote of K. Kolańczyk, op. cit., page 287–288.
Actio Publiciana – complaint, which entitled the holder of the thing in good faith in the period
leading to the prescription, to its release or termination of infringements, which established the
adoption of a legal fiction which consists of equating the rights of the holder and owner in the
range of protection of things petitory protection.
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law as a method of waiving right before the court and the derivative acquisition of quiritary ownership. These activities had the nature of the apparent debt collection process
conducted between the sides of the agreement, under which in the first phase the buyer of
a right, placed as an apparent reason, declared before the Praetor41, while making a symbolic touch of purchased item with the staff, indicating that the thing he pointed belongs to
him42. Subsequently, the seller of things (the apparent defendant) recognized the reported
complaint or remained silent, which meant acceptance of the claim, and thus meant that
he lost the debt collection process (apparent), which ended in an act of granting by the
praetor "disputed" thing to the plaintiff (buyer) 43. Due to the nature of the legis actio procedure (per legis action es) 44, participants in this formalized, but still abstract legal action
in iure cessio could be only Roman citizens holding a judicial capacity. So formed claim
could not be fortified by the condition (conditio), or the date (dies) of its investigation45.
As a method of derivative transfer of ownership, it went into disuse in the sixth century
and was formally abolished in the Justinian codification46.

41

42

43

44

45
46

Praetor is a senior official in ancient Rome with the so-called. lesser power (imperium minus)
primarily engaged in the civil judiciary – quote of. Small encyclopedia, red. B. Petrozolin-Skowrońska, Warsaw 1995, page 707.
Gaius Institutiones (G. 4.16): "If people processed about things, things both moving and alive,
which could be brought or taken to the official, they were vindicated in front of officer: he who
vindicated, held the pole, then captured the thing, for example a slave, and so he said: "Hunc
ego hominem ex iure quiritium meum esse aio secundum suam causam, sicut dixi, ecce tibi
vindicatam imposui"(I declare that this is my slave, according to the law of Quirites, as I said,
here I put the staff on you) and at this time touch the slave with the staff. His opponent said and
did the same. Since both have conducted vindication, praetor said: "mittete ambo hominem" (let
go of the slave), and they released him. He who first vindicated, asked the second one: "postulo
anne dicas qua ex causa vidicaveris" ("I demand that you said, for what reason you have vindicated"). He answered "ius feci sicut vindictam imposui" (I executed a law, like I put the staff).
In the end, the one who vindicated first said "quando tu iniuria vindicavisti quingentis assibus
sacramento te provoco" (And what if you vindicated with the insult of laws, I urge you to set
a sacramentum of five hundred aces). The enemy also spoke similarly "et ego te" (and so do I).
Staff was used in place of the spear, the obvious sign of the legal power, because they thought
that legal power arose from these things that they seized from the enemies"; access: http://www.
karnykodeks.pl/prawo/gaius-institutiones-ksiega-i-cz16.html.
Gaius Institutiones (G.2.24): "The withdrawal is made before the law in this way: to an official of the Roman people, for example, the urban praetor, the one to whom the thing is departed before the law, holding thing, says, "Hunc ego hominem ex iure quiritium meum esse aio"
(I declare that this is my slave, according to the law of Quirites). Then, when it was vindicated,
praetor asks the one who departs, whether he will perform contrvindication. When he is silent,
or denies, in this way he admits the thing to the one who vindicated";
access: http://www.karnykodeks.pl/prawo/gaius-institutiones-ksiega-i-cz2.html.
Legisaction proceeding (per legis actiones) – is the oldest form of judical procedure in the Roman law – quote of W. Wołodkiewicz, M. Zabłocka, Roman law. Institutions., Warsaw 2009.
Por. K. Kolańczyk, op. cit., page 299–300.
The Code of Justinian (Codex Iustinianus) is one of the three parts of a great compilation of
Roman law undertaken in the years 528–534 by Emperor Justinian I the Great, known under the
medieval name of Corpus Civilis Iuris – quote of K. Kolańczyk, op. cit., page 37–38.
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Legal institution, which for years has established rules of transferring rights to the
property, was defined in the classical period47 of development of the Roman Empire as
a method called traditio48. The method determined the conditions for the effectiveness of
legal action, and has survived in various forms until the nineteenth century civil codes 49.
The solution adopted at that time, makes the effectiveness of the ownership transfer function conditional on the release of the transaction assets (things) by its current holder, in
accordance with the established principle of "Traditionibus et usucapionibus dominia
rerum non nu dis pactis transferentur". It meant that the ownership of thing is transferred
through "giving and prescription" and not only through the contract50. Effective transfer
of ownership to the buyer required the separate step of a symbolic nature such as public
(visible to the environment) transfer of the right to the subject of the contract by interested parties apart from writing down the contract (nudum pac tum). The effectiveness
of these activities was assessed in the context of the established general principle "nemo
plus iris alium transferre potest, Guam ipse habet" (no one can move to another person
more rights than he has), which was to protect the rights of the owner against unauthorized disposal51.
Defined in the classical and Justinian law, the procedure of transferring the right of
ownership consisted of two phases. The first of which concerned the activities of a required character ("naked agreement" – a contract for the sale of things), and the second –
statutory action consisting in an open and formal release of the contract subject. Traditio,
as a method of transferring the right of ownership to things (modus), thus did not require
the presence of persons other than the interested parties, that is the seller having ownership title, able to dispose of its laws, and the buyer, who expressed their willingness to
transfer the right. However as a causal act it was confined to the releasing to the buyer
physical possession or ownership (possessio)52 of thing that condition the consequences
of the existence and of acceptability of legal cause, that is the concluded contract of sale
requiring to deliver things to the purchaser53.
Established rule, that was a condition for validity of the right to the thing transfer
from the point of physical delivery, was a subject in later period54 to numerous modifications. The changes aimed essentially to replace this action with a requirement to register
the contract that was basis for the transfer of right, handing a written statement of the
seller (traditio instrumentali) or a necessity of public disclosure of acquired rights, which
could constitute a sort of element of social control and tangible evidence that this right is
granted to a person revealed in this way.
47

48
49
50

51
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53
54

Dating from the early principate (27 BC) to takeover of power by Diocletian (284 AD), quote of
K. Kolańczyk, op. cit., page 34–35.
Tradere means: release, give.
For example, the Austrian Civil Code (ABG) from 1811.
Gaius Institutiones – D.41.1.31pr (Paulus, book 31 commentarz to the Edict): The mere release
of thing does not transfer ownership, but only if it was preceded with the sale or some other good
reason of handing thing over;
access: http://www.karnykodeks.pl/prawo/gaius-institutiones-ksiega-i-cz16.html.
Quote of K. Kolańczyk, op. cit., page 297.
During the vulgarization of Roman law (IV–V century), the term was used both to determine
ownership and property rights.
Por. K. Kolańczyk, op. cit., page 300–302.
At the time of the Justinian law.
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Another variety of modification to the traditio rule was to replace the physical condition of releasing the ownership of goods with the act of granting to the buyer official
documents confirming the validity of the act of transferring the right of ownership, and
also allowing determination of the subjective range of the right, ie the boundaries of the
acquired property. In medieval England or Germany, it was required to release it in public
places for the effectiveness of transferring the right to thing to third parties, for example
on the market, in the church or court55. The need for a practical simplification of the rules
in legal transactions was therefore cause for modification of the original traditio method,
aimed at dematerialisation of this activity in the range of corpus (things), and replacing
it by a symbolic act, which make the process of ownership alienation of property act of
abstraction. It should be stressed that the established in Roman law two-steps formula of
a legal alienation (alienatio), remained in the European codifications until the nineteenth
century.
Procedure of purchasing a field with its symbolism described in the Book of Jeremiah
(32:9–14) of the Old Testament, is confirmed by the findings of papyri from Elefandid,
the Jewish colony near the Nile. It consisted on the fact that the same contract was recorded twice on one tab in such a way that it was possible to roll up one part, which was
then tied with a cord and sealed, while the second part of the papyrus of repeated content
of the contract was still available. This way of concluding the contract gave interested
sides the possibility of its free reading, while on the other hand guaranteed exclusion of
any possible interference in its contents. These rolls were stored in clay vessels, "to survive for a long time"56.

CHOSEN EXAMPLES OF REAL ESTATE REGISTERS
IN THE MEDIEVAL EUROPE
During the, so-called, vulgarization57 of Roman law (IV–V century AD), in the Germanic
countries the act of transferring the right of ownership of the property consisted of two
necessary acts written down in the presence of witnesses, one of which contained a statement made by the seller, so called, release (resignatio), and a statement of the purchaser
about taking over the object of a transaction (acquittance), and the second was a contract
giving the sold goods to the buyer (Gewere). Action of giving the transfer documents in
the presence of witnesses (traditio per cartam) was thus a sufficient condition for its legal
validity, just as it did in Justinian times in which it was commonly practiced to give in
public only a statement of the seller to the buyer (traditio instrimenti). It was reduced to
a symbolic release of "substitute" of the subject contract, making the act of transferring

55
56
57

Quote of T. Stawecki, Real estate registers..., page 175.
Bible for everyone. Volume VII, red. W. Chrostowski, Kielce 2004, page 262.
This period of law development dating from Constantine the Great to Justinian (from the word:
vulgaris – folk, common). This term is associated, among others the collapse of the Western
Roman Empire in 476, and a period in which Roman law was taken over by the incoming barbarian tribes that were becoming part of the empire and was simplified and distorted – quote of
K. Kolańczyk, op. cit., page 77–80.
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the right of ownership "fictional" (traditio ficta)58, without the element of physical release
of things to purchaser.
In medieval Franconian law (ninth century) there was another principle introduced.
It stated that evidence for transferring the ownership of thing (in addition to the acts
of traditio cartae character) can be played byt documents (certificates) called "notitia"
(memoratorium) confirming the fact that the transaction was successfully completed.
Later, in some German cities, contracts for transfer of ownership of the property written in a court or the city council were disclosed in special books. Those contracts adopted
the principles of probative value for the entry disclosed within, which has become a condition for effectiveness of activities carried out in this field.
It should be noted that adopted system of registration of activities related to disposal of property rights has become the prototype for the later ground registers (real-state
registers). It is worth emphasizing that such records could be "available to anyone who
questioned or checked the contract"59. Adopted principle meant that the acts of disposal
made without the involvement of the court were not effective. The court has become the
guarantor of the contract, as well as the institution responsible for issuing opinions in
uncontested matters60.
In medieval Europe, during the period of feudalism, the disposal of right of ownership to property was held compulsorily in the presence of senior, whose social position
was to ensure the validity of the transfer of feudal rights61 from one vassal to another. The
ceremony of fiefs transfer, called investure, in its essence lies in the fact that the person interested (vassal) purchased the rights to the real estate from the senior rather than directly
from another vassal (the previous wielder). Character of investure made it the institution
comparable to the traditio ficta in the matter of public disclosure of the act of transferring the power over the property. In the cases where the transfer of possession took place
without the participation of senior, the validity and effectiveness of this activity was dependent on its public disclosure, as exemplified by the German institution of Gewera. In
the initial period the public disclosure of transferring the power over the property was
limited to oral statements made by the former holder in the customarily indicated spot.
In the later period, this custom has been replaced by the formal duty of disclosure by the
former holder the act of disposal of possessed right in the relevant register62.
In medieval England, the first official property registers, called "Books of the terrible
court" (The Domesday Book), were established on the basis of the results of feudal census performed in the years 1085–1086. Judges appointed by the William the Conqueror
wrote down data allowing to determine to whom the monarch granted the right to have
a particular estate, the amount of outstanding fief to the sovereign, which on this basis
was subject to execution63. Adopted system of registers also allowed disclosure of their
58
59

60
61
62

63

Quote of K. Kolańczyk, op. cit., page 302.
Por. H.J. Berman, Law and Revolution. Evolution of the western legal tradition, Warsaw 1995,
page 438.
Quote of T. Stawecki, Real estate registers…, page 177.
The fief law is a medieval customary law shaping the relationship between senior and vassal.
Quote of P. Dąbkowski, Lien law in Saxon, Swabian and German mirrors, Studyum the German
law of history, Lvov 1913, page 70 [in:]: T. Stawecki, Real estate registers…, page 175.
K. Krasowski, B. Lesiński, K. Sikorska-Dzięgielewska, J. Walachowicz, op. cit., s. 71; quote of
T. Stawecki, Real estate registers…, page 181.
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institutions (alienation) of transferring the right of ownership in exchange for securing the
debt on the property, which – as a system solution – could be a prototype of today’s land
mortgage (mortgage) 64.
However, such a register was not up to date to transfer the right of possession65. In
practice the solution has been used (libery of sesin) modeled on the institutions of the
Roman traditio or Germanic Gewere, in which the element of actual release of things,
having often the character of ceremonial transfer of the symbol associated with the property to the purchaser (for example in the form of lumps of earth, twigs of trees, cross,
etc.), constituted for the effectiveness of operation. Sometimes there was an act (deed)
written in Latin describing the activity of delivering the goods to the buyer, which documented the course of the ceremony, testified that it took place and specified the boundaries of the sold property. There was a concept of sesin formed during the feudal period
which in its original form was closer in meaning to the institution of possession (possessio) than ownership (dominium). The concept changed with time, which in the thirteenth
century led to independent form of "possession of property" (freehold estate), and later
on it converted into the property defined as a comman law and a number of weaker forms
of possession (non-freehold)66.
The need to protect the interests of people possessing real estates, from their unauthorized removal, led to the situation where people began to record rights resulted from the
concluded contracts in court records, which contributed to the creation of institution of
wielding on a basis of entry to court acts (copyhold), and thereafter (from the fifteenth
century) to develop systems to record the acts of transferring the right of ownership.
Based on the initiative of Henry VIII, the parliament of England accepted the law:
The Statue of Use and The Statue of Enroments in 1535, to organize the existing state resulting from the practice of informal transfer of rights to use real estate (ces tui que use).
It gave its holder the title to beneficial use (beneficial interest property). The solution was
adopted, and users have been given the right of legal ownership (legal owner). To prevent
the similar cases in the future occurrence, the principle of mandatory registration of act
describing the transfer of property (ded) in cort of record in Westminster or any other
public office designated for that purpose was introduced, within the period of six months,
beyond which – if not registered – the contract became ineffective67.
The accepted model for transfer of the property was continued with some modifications until the liquidation of feudal property (the end of the seventeenth century)68. During
that time the changes made were related to expropriation of existing wielders resulting
from the ongoing reform of consolidating land property(fencing the area). New forms of
land trust (trust) developed in that time above all institution of alienation, as an effective
64

65

66

67
68

Quote of T. Stawecki, M. Tomaszewski, F. Zelder, The Law on registered pledges and pledge
registers. Commentary, Warsaw 1997, page 178, 183–187, 211–213, 222.
In the feudal period in England they did not distinguish, as in Roman law, the concept of ownership (dominium) and possession (possessio) of property. This system was based on the concept
of wielding the property by the vassal. There were no alodial ownership, that is, free from feudal
burdens and obligations (fief).
Quote of S. Rudnicki, Systems of land registers and material provision on real estate property
in most of European countries, "Rejent" 1995, nr 11, page 28.
Ibidem, page 27, 55.
This is the period of the English revolutions that took place in the years 1640–1660 and 1688–
1690.
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method of securing debt on the property69. Constitutional changes carried out at the same
time reinforced the very notion of ownership right, which in common perception began
to be treated as absolute and inviolable (holy), thus weakening in practice the formal
requirements related to the obligation of registration of the sale acts. This contributed
greatly to undermining the credibility of public institutions (courts) in which the records
of land properties were gathered.
In medieval Europe, influence of Roman law on the shaping of the rules governing the
procedure for transferring rights to property were also seen on the example of southern
lands of France, where the traditio institution has survived until the time of the Napoleonic Code (1804). However, the northern provinces of France were under the influence
of Germanic customary law (known as pays de coutumes)70, which in the later period was
replaced by contractual clauses transformed with time into a formal legal obligation to
register71 activities that disposing the real estate and its public disclosure72. In Brittany the
announcement about the conducted transaction was provided by the buyer of the property
three times on Sunday, every seven or fourteen days. If at that time no one raised any
objections to the content of the contract, the purchaser or creditor rights were protected.
In modern times in some provinces of southern France, the system was introduced already; derived from the times of inventure, which imposed an obligation to disclose in the
registers kept at the court any changes resulting from operations of transferring the right
to property, laid down the supreme position of the transferor (senior) in the contract, and
also introduced – as a rule – protection of the purchaser rights, who was first to registered
the contract, which would serve the legalization of conducted activities. This system - in
a modified form – was introduced throughout France, about a hundred years later during
the French Revolution.
In medieval Poland, successful acquisition of ownership rights to property required
a separate act as proof that the buyer has came into their possession73. For this reason the
release of land to the buyer was connected to the demarcation of its borders through the
inspection on foot or detour on horse, and with the obligation to prepare a detailed written
description of them, "which, if necessary, could serve as evidence in litigation"74. In the
case of less valuable property, this act was sometimes limited to making a sworn statement of the seller in the public (in the presence of witnesses), to transfer the rights to the
property and perform activities of a symbolic nature, which ment the releasing of sold
thing, for example by putting hat on the buyers head, handing out gloves or green twigs.
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Quote of K. Michałowska, Trust and fiduciary relationships in English law, „Kwartalnik Prawa
Prywatnego”, 1996, nr 2, page 297–298; A. Kędzierska-Cieślak, Trusteeship. An attempt to determine the legal structures, PiP 1997, nr 8-9, page 48–49.
Quote of K. Koranyi, General History of State and Law, Warsaw 1965, page 195.
Judicial registration was called nantissement.
These two different systems were obligatory in France from the ninth to the thirteenth century
– quote of K. Koranyi, K. Sójka-Zielińska (description), Common history of law, Warsaw 1976,
page 195.
Element of releasing the goods at the sale, as a condition of effectiveness of conducted operation, resulted from obligatory in many European countries Romanule principle of traditio.
Quote of J. Bardach, The history of Polish law and State, Warsaw 1964, page 299.
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Agreements on the transfer of land ownership were concluded in written form already
about the year 100075.
However, with the development of the official registers held in the courts and at the
prince’s manor in the Polish territories, the importance of such documents decreased.
More importance was given to documents issued directly by the registry offices of
princes (for example Crown Matric or Mazowiecka Metric), or disclosed from the register of passed judgments or acts done directly before the court76.
At "court registers" (tabulae iudicii)77 ran at that time, mentions were recorded about
the acts of selling the land committed before a court, so called (Latin resignatio). It was
treated as a statement of the actual owners of transferring the right to designated buyer,
and it was to replace to so-called "institution", consisting on agreeing with the judges the
fact of earlier submission of statements concerning the disposal of the rights to the specified thing78. There is interesting thing in this records. The judgments of the courts settling
the border disputes or established on property rights of protective character, such as the
pledge were reported. So conducted city books acquired in time the right to place in them,
so called, entries of perpetual nature79. They didn’t require – to obtain the probative value
of the entry disclosed within them – its confirmation on the basis of a document issued
from another register, such as the territorial register. However it is worth emphasizing,
that the lack of entry revealed in the city books confirming possession of rights to specific
property was not a formal barrier to effective transfer of ownership. In such cases, the
seller had to obligatorily acknowledge his rights to sold property in the presence of witnesses80.
REJESTRY NIERUCHOMOŚCI I SPOSOBY OZNACZANIA GRANIC
WŁASNOŚCI – OD CZASÓW NAJDAWNIEJSZYCH DO ŚREDNIOWIECZA
W EUROPIE
Streszczenie. W artykule przedstawione zostało zagadnienie dotyczące formowania się
norm prawa zwyczajowego a następnie stanowionego, na przestrzeni wieków, poczynając
od czasów najdawniejszych aż do okresu średniowiecza w Europie, ustalających zasady
oznaczania granic nieruchomości gruntowych, trybu dokonywanych czynności przeniesienia własności, jak i identyfikowania osób, którym przysługiwały określone uprawnienia
do wyodrębnionej powierzchni ziemi, które doprowadziły do powstania pierwszych ksiąg
gruntowych, stanowiących pierwowzór współczesnych katastrów nieruchomości i ksiąg
wieczystych. Od samego początku powołania tej instytucji prawa, tworzone urzędowe rejestry nieruchomości, służyć miały zagwarantowaniu pewności w obrocie prawnym oraz
potrzebom publicznym, związanym w szczególności z poborem podatków gruntowych.
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Quote of Bardach, op. cit., s. 229; Quote of J.W. Bandtke-Stężyński, The History of Polish Law,
Warsaw 1850, page 224.
Quote of T. Stawecki, Real estate registers…, page 178.
The first mention of them come to Poland in 1322 – quote of T. Stawecki, op. cit., page 373374.
Quote of A. Menes, Getting Started on the land registry, "Rejent" 1994, nr 4, page 58.
Such powers have acquired in the fifteenth century books conducted by the region of "Great
Poland" castles.
Quote of T. Stawecki, Real estate registers…, page 179.
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Utworzenie instytucji rejestrów nieruchomości spowodowało, że określona część powierzchni ziemi, odpowiednio oznaczona i ujawniona w księgach gruntowych, nabierała
cech właściwych dla rzeczy materialnej, przez co stawała się towarem, który mógł być
przedmiotem zbycia lub zabezpieczenia wierzytelności pieniężnych, co w konsekwencji
doprowadziło do wykształcenia się w prawie antycznym instytucji hipoteki, która recypowana została, z pewnymi modyfikacjami, do prawa rzymskiego a następnie do kodyfikacji
innych średniowiecznych państw europejskich.
Słowa kluczowe: kataster, historia katastru, rejestry nieruchomości, księgi gruntowe,
księgi hipoteczne, księgi wieczyste, granice nieruchomości, sposoby przenoszenia prawa
własności
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